We have recently studied theoretical constraints on the parameters of a 2HDM augmented with a color-octet scalar. In this paper we consider the consequences of requiring the model to remain valid up to very high energy scales, such as the GUT scale. The acceptable region of parameter space is reduced when one insists on vacuum stability, perturbative unitarity and the absence of Landau poles below a given scale. As the scale to which we require the model to be valid is increased, the acceptable region of parameter space for the 2HDM sector is reduced in such a way that it approaches the alignment limit, cos(β − α) → 0, and the masses of H 0 , A and H ± are pushed closer to each other. The parameters of the color octet sector are also restricted to an increasingly smaller region.
I. INTRODUCTION
An interesting extension of the standard model (SM) proposed by Manohar and Wise [1] consists of adding a color-octet electroweak doublet scalar. The original motivation for this extension is that it consists of one of two scalar representations allowed by minimal flavor violation for scalars that do not transform under the flavor group. From this perspective the most general renormalizable potential consistent with this field content is constructed resulting in generic studies for TeV scale color octet scalars. Scalars such as these occur in specific models, for example in unification with SU (5) [2, 3] or with SO(10) [4] . The model has interesting phenomenology and many studies have been performed in the literature [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . A salient feature of the MW model being that it is very difficult to observe or exclude the new scalars at the LHC. The model has a very large parameter space, but these studies have shown that it is possible to constrain it significantly by imposing custodial symmetry, partial wave unitarity and vacuum stability.
Along these lines, we have recently proposed considering the MW extension in the context of a two Higgs doublet model (2HDM). In Ref. [18] we introduced the model and constrained its parameter space by imposing tree level theoretical constraints arising from symmetries and from perturbative unitarity. In addition we briefly discussed LHC phenomenology, concluding that the largest effects from this addition to the 2HDM would appear in corrections to one-loop couplings of the higgs boson to two gluons or photons.
Previous studies of the MW model [15] and of the 2HDM [19, 20] indicate that the viable parameter space is further constrained when one includes renormalization group corrections, and in this paper we apply this rationale to the MW extension of the 2HDM. We first compute the beta functions for the couplings of the model. We then consider the requirements that there be no Landau poles (LP) below a certain high mass scale Λ, that the scalar potential remains stable and that two-to-two scattering amplitudes remain perturbative at all scales below Λ. These conditions have a long history of being used as theoretical constraints from their early application to the SM Higgs boson mass [21, 22] .
II. THE MODEL
The construction of the model was described in Ref. [18] . The scalar sector of the SM is replaced by three SU (2) scalar doublets: two color singlets (Φ 1 , Φ 2 ) and one color-octet S. The most general renormalizable potential for the 2HDM sector (Φ 1 , Φ 2 ) is well known from the literature [23, 24] and we restrict ourselves to the case of a CP conserving potential with a discrete symmetry Φ 1 → −Φ 1 that is only violated softly (although in the end we replace this with the requirement of MFV). To this known potential we add the couplings between the color octet S and the two color singlets (Φ 1 , Φ 2 ) as well as the color octet self interactions [1] resulting in
In all the terms we have explicitly shown the SU (2) indices i, j, S i = T A S A i , and the trace is taken over color indices. As per our discussion in Ref. [18] , in terms that are not part of the usual the 2HDM, we have allowed some that satisfy MFV but not the discrete symmetry mentioned above. After symmetry breaking some of these couplings are related to scalar masses, and these relations can be readily found in the literature [1, 18, 24] .
The Yukawa potential for this model in the flavour eigenstate basis is given by
As is conventional, we useH i = ε ij H * j for all three scalar doublets H = Φ 1,2 , S, and α, β are flavour indices.
The large number of parameters present in Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 is reduced by the following theoretical considerations:
• Minimal flavour violation [25, 26] implies
Requiring MFV instead of a discrete symmetry to define the models allows quartic terms in the scalar potential that are odd in either of the doublets, such as ν 4,5 , ω 4,5 and κ 1,2,3 . It also allows additional terms in the pure 2HDM sector, but we do not consider those here.
• Custodial symmetry [27] [28] [29] . As discussed in [18] the least restrictive method to impose custodial symmetry results in all the λ i 's being real and in the relations
These conditions imply mass degeneracies m H ± = m A and m S ± = m S 0
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. An alternative possibility, 'twisted' custodial symmetry [30, 31] 
• Perturbative unitarity [15, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] The two-to-two scattering matrix for this model in the neutral, color singlet channel is 18 × 18 and in Ref. [18] we diagonalize it numerically and illustrate the resulting constraints. The numerical results can be roughly approximated by,
In the present study we require the perturbative unitarity constraints, as obtained by diagonalizing the full 18 × 18 matrix numerically, to be satisfied by the running couplings at all scales below Λ.
• Stability, or having a positive definite Higgs potential for the 2HDM [37] implies that
We will again require that this conditions be satisfied by the running couplings at all scales below Λ. A recent paper presents a way to extend the stability conditions to additional fields [38] . Here we will only consider the effect of the color scalars through their one-loop contributions to the running of the parameters of the 2HDM, and require the conditions Eq. 5 be satisfied at all scales.
• For our numerical analysis we will use color octet scalar masses near 1 TeV as in Ref. [18] , as masses at this scale are still allowed by LHC searches [39] .
III. VALIDITY OF THE MODEL UP TO HIGH ENERGY SCALES
A. The renormalization group equations for the scalar couplings
We now turn to the novel aspect of this paper: investigating the consequences of requiring the model to be valid up to some high energy scale. The procedure is straightforward, we first derive the corresponding renormalization group equations (RGE) for all the parameters in the model, a result we present in the Appendix. For our numerical analysis we restrict ourselves to the case with custodial symmetry and no CP violation, which reduces the RGE to the following, 
In these equations g, g and g s are the SU (2) L , U (1) Y and SU (3) couplings of the SM, λ t ≡ √ 2m t /v is the top-quark Yukawa coupling and we use the standard
. These equations have been checked against the known limits: the 2HDM [24] ; the MW model [15] . When we include the effect of the coupling g in the RGE we end up with high scale couplings that no longer satisfy custodial symmetry. The deviations from the symmetry limit are small as expected, proportional to g , and we ignore them in our numerical analysis.
B. The running of the scalar couplings
As we run the couplings between the electroweak and high scales we find three possible behaviors: well behaved couplings at all scales; one or more of the couplings develop a LP; or even though there are no LP for the scales considered, perturbative unitarity or stability are violated at some scale in the range. We illustrate these three possibilities below. Figure 1 illustrates the case of well behaved couplings up to the Planck scale. Figure 2 shows how it is possible to develop multiple LP at relatively low energy scales even when the couplings are small and perturbative at the electroweak scale. Finally, figure 3 illustrates a case where there are no LP below the Planck scale, but perturbative unitarity is violated at some point below Λ Planck . In this case, the violation is due to the presence of a LP just beyond Λ Planck . 
C. Constraining the allowed region of parameter space
For this purpose we use Mathematica to solve the RGE numerically with initial conditions at the electroweak scale. The initial conditions used for the new couplings are points that satisfy perturbative unitarity and stability determined as in Ref. [18] . For each point we evolve all the couplings up to a high scale Λ and discard the point if a LP is detected, or if the couplings at any scale below Λ violate the perturbative unitarity or stability conditions. This results in acceptable points satisfying a more stringent condition than the absence of LP, in the spirit of renormalization group improved unitarity bounds of Ref. [40] . The use of this condition in our numerical search makes it easier to find acceptable points than if we were to allow a LP at Λ. It would also be possible to constrain the parameters using higher order unitarity conditions, but we do not pursue this in this paper [41, 42] .
The parameter space is too large for a completely random scan to be efficient. Instead, we follow the approach described below.
1. We begin our study at an intermediate energy scale Λ m which, for the sake of computational efficiency. We choose (by trial and error) it to be ln(Λ m /10 3 GeV) = 10.
2. Before running the RGE for the whole model, we generate a large sample of points within the 2HDM subspace. The sample is generated in such a way that a large portion of it is valid up to Λ m .
3. We then use this 2HDM data set as seeds, randomly assigning values to the new couplings within a proper range, to generate a sample for the whole parameter space. From this sample we find a few hundred valid points and determine the hypercube which contains most of the solutions, a region somewhat smaller than that allowed by perturbative unitarity at the electroweak scale.
4. Starting from these few hundred points we study nearby points to expand the allowed region.
5. We finally construct the region of parameter space where the full model is valid up to the scale Λ m by repeating step 4 recursively for a sufficiently long time.
6. Points that are valid up to scales higher than Λ m , are generally inside a subregion of the allowed region up to scale Λ m . Therefore, to find the constraints for a higher scale, we select the seed points from step 5 and repeat step 4 to construct the new allowed region.
Our results are illustrated in Figure 4 for the scales Λ m and Λ GUT in representative two-dimensional projections. The GUT scale is chosen because of the existing SU (5) [2] or SO (10) [4] models which can have TeV scale scalar color octets, but the figures illustrate the general trend as we require the model to be valid up to higher energy scales. In general, for the new parameters involving the color-octet scalars, the allowed parameter space is now very significantly reduced with respect to that allowed by tree-level unitarity. In addition, this procedure produces the first constraints on parameters like ν 4 and ω 4 which do not affect two to two processes at tree-level.
Validity up to the GUT scale thus results in approximate one at a time constraints
For the parameters of the 2HDM the points that produce a model valid to high energy scales are those for which cos(β − α) is closer to zero, as in the alignment limit; and those for which M H is very close to M H ± as shown in Figure 5 .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we provide the renormalization group equations for all the couplings in the scalar potential of a 2HDM augmented with a color-octet. As an application, we constrain the parameters of the model by requiring it to be valid up to some high scale. The acceptable region of the parameter space that satisfies both unitarity and stability constraints without developing LP up to a high scale is determined numerically, and the resulting constraints are provided for the case Λ HIGH = Λ GUT . As expected, the allowed region is reduced as the scale increases; looking at the 2HDM subspace, it contracts towards the alignment limit and massdegeneracy of heavy neutral and charged Higgses. In this appendix we collect the general results for the RGE, without the assumptions of custodial and CP symmetry used for our numerical study. Points for which the 2HDM model satisfies both perturbative unitarity and stability at the electroweak scale (black) compared to those for which it is also valid up to the scale Λ m (red) and Λ GUT (blue).
